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Another week has passed and the UK is still changing with the Another week has passed and the UK is still changing with the 
announcement of the country going into the worst recession announcement of the country going into the worst recession 
we’ve ever seen. More countries added to the quarantine list we’ve ever seen. More countries added to the quarantine list 
as people have tried to get a bit of normality back, again it’s as people have tried to get a bit of normality back, again it’s 
important we remind ourselves where our hard work is going. important we remind ourselves where our hard work is going. 

We continue to support people in need with food boxes, having We continue to support people in need with food boxes, having 
provided 29,000+ weekly boxes to date. Not including the provided 29,000+ weekly boxes to date. Not including the 
amount of fresh food we’re able to give to food banks because amount of fresh food we’re able to give to food banks because 
of our unique approach standing outside supermarkets being of our unique approach standing outside supermarkets being 
able to get a quicker turnover on fresh food. The Keep Kids able to get a quicker turnover on fresh food. The Keep Kids 
Connected is still doing amazing things finding over 700 devices Connected is still doing amazing things finding over 700 devices 
for households struggling with digital exclusion to make 2020 for households struggling with digital exclusion to make 2020 
that bit more manageable. And London Furniture Collective that bit more manageable. And London Furniture Collective 
has really picked up supporting the council provide furniture has really picked up supporting the council provide furniture 
to households they’ve identified as in need. All three areas to households they’ve identified as in need. All three areas 
we’re tackling in the community have a common theme. Your we’re tackling in the community have a common theme. Your 
generosity. Whether you’re a shopper, a volunteer or you’ve generosity. Whether you’re a shopper, a volunteer or you’ve 
donated something, this is all happening because of you. donated something, this is all happening because of you. 

Let’s use our incredible spirit to inspire others to help. This Let’s use our incredible spirit to inspire others to help. This 
week we had the NCS youth program take some stalls and week we had the NCS youth program take some stalls and 
they raised an incredible amount of food, good job guys, thank they raised an incredible amount of food, good job guys, thank 
you. Soon we’ll have Nick & the kids at Endeavour Youth Club you. Soon we’ll have Nick & the kids at Endeavour Youth Club 
take the stall for a day. And with even more unsure times take the stall for a day. And with even more unsure times 
ahead it’s important we hold on to everything we do, why we ahead it’s important we hold on to everything we do, why we 
do it and don’t stop what we’re doing. Remind ourselves that do it and don’t stop what we’re doing. Remind ourselves that 
every hour and every person is making this possible, making every hour and every person is making this possible, making 
one more household manage this weird time a little better. one more household manage this weird time a little better. 

Enjoy Tim’s and Lily’s experience who have played a part in the Enjoy Tim’s and Lily’s experience who have played a part in the 
LFC and NCS program as well as many other things for DLAG.LFC and NCS program as well as many other things for DLAG.

TO ALL: THANK YOU!

Got ideas for our next issue? Get in touch ollieryantucker@gmail.com



Well what can I say 2020 a year none of us will 
forget in a hurry . A global pandemic and the 
biggest threat to our country for decades . 

I remember the week Boris closed the pubs 
then placed the whole country into lock down. 
Stay home, Protect the NHS & save lives . For 
me it was like a call to arms. I knew I had to do 
something & help in some little way . At the time 
I was volunteering for a children's charity based 
in Mitcham called Jigsaw 4u, my connection to 
DLAG came through them. A strong social media 
presence made it obvious these guys where really 
making a difference in Merton right from the off 
so I signed up to be a Don!!

5 and a half months on and we're still going 
strong. My time with DLAG has been incredible, 
a very humbling experience and I have met some 
great people along the way . 
I've covered every role from working a stall, 
working at the hubs, delivering parcels, drops to 
NHS staff ambulance crew, prescription drops, 
cleaning up broken eggs  in the back of my van, 
to delivering 5000 Easter eggs to a children's 
hospital, and now ultimately becoming a full-time 
member of the team. 

As  the restrictions on our lives slowly lift it's still 
clear that the work we do at DLAG is very much 
needed . 

Recently we've branched out again and teamed 
up with the guys at the London furniture 
collective, helping people across South London 
who are in need of furniture and electrical items. 
This ties in very well with what  we've been 
doing thus far. Good quality fridges, washing 
machines,  sofas tables and chairs to people in 
our community that really need it. And whilst this 
collaboration is in its early days we are already 
starting to make a difference. 

5 months in we are only just getting started. If 
you can spare a few hours a week Come join the 
team.
Sign up to be a DLAG volunteer 

Tim Marshall



Get in touch with the AFC Wimbledon foundation for more information on the Keep 
Doing Good program

Follow london_furniture_collective on Instagram to keep up with their stories



             Lily McConnel

If you’ve come across me you’ll know 
how much I love DLAG and believe 
in the group. I’m super passionate 
about what it’s done and where it’s 
come from. I’m impressed how a small 
concept of asking for donations of 
food, tech and furniture has had a such 
a large impact on the three boroughs 
we support. The 1500+ volunteer base 
impresses me. So many people who 
stand on the stalls and work in the hub 
also work on things behind the scenes. 
Including myself, I get to contribute to 
the social media team, stalls, the hub 
and the most exciting is being able to 
lead the mentoring team alongside 
Sarah Carter. 

I also got to deliver a presentation to 
the NCS youth program on DLAG, what 
I do and why I love the group. 15 year 
old Videl and head boy at Rutlish, with 
his dad who are dedicated volunteers 
filmed and edited a great video to 
show the NCS program behind the 
scenes of DLAG. Keep an eye on our 
social media for this. I got to use this 
opportunity to share the story of DLAG 
and how special it is. How small ideas 
can turn into big things. Who knew we 
could be achieving this much in 5 and 
a half months, and we still have more 
to come. It was great to see the NCS 
team man the stalls, I hope they’re 
proud of themselves and they come 
back for more shifts because they did 
so well and every bit of food makes a 
difference. I hope by getting to see how 
DLAG works and what we do, it helps 
them understand small acts of kindness 
can do great things. I didn’t forget to 
tell them AFC Wimbledon is the best 
team in the world and Dons is life. See 
you all at Plough Lane!


